We are pleased to present our EASYFLOOR® Company, dedicated to manufacture microcement and all its derivatives with direct sales to distributors in the sector. From the Base Microcement to the necessary tools for its application.

Attached technical information, rates and photos of the product.

With the Microcement application, in just 2 mm without removing the existing base, in a minimum term, and without the inconveniences of a conventional work (such as the rubble, dirt or noise), you get a renewal of the existing pavement leaving as final result a totally trend setter and innovative finish. Both the finish durability, as well as its great resistance, make this product the reference in the forefront of construction.

We provide real samples in 15x10cms panel in the required color, we offer you technical and commercial support through digital and paper support (brochures and catalogs), and We put at your disposal our Showroom to teach the product already applied to your Client

WHAT IS MICROCEMENT???

Microcement is a coating formulated with components, which give as result a material with excellent resistance characteristics and decorative finish.

The final finish of the microcement varies from 1.5 to 3 mm thick, being in any case a thickness and a weight that allows a privileged use in reform jobs. Microcement is a natural, economic and contemporary proposal that can be applied as material for floors and walls, and that is widely used.

Very easy and fast to build and install, it has a great resistance and requires very little maintenance. In addition, it combines very well with other materials such as stone and wood, and is possible to color it in any shade.

Microcement also serves to cover over tiles and ceramics in bathrooms or kitchens, also without having the need to remove what is already placed. On the other hand, the resistance it has, also transforms it into a good alternative for outdoor spaces, with three Finishing types; gloss, matte or satin.

In EASYFLOOR® we have developed several types of microcement for different applications. We sell Microconcrete (superior hardness), Special Pools Microcement (maximum impermeability), Base Microcement and Super Fine Microcement (maximum guaranteed fineness).

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES

Easyfloor® has a collaboration agreement, in which the warehouses have some preferential conditions in terms of availability and prices.

Our company offers a battery of aid to its customers, TRAINING YOUR EMPLOYEES AND CUSTOMERS and COMPREHENSIVE ADVISORY works, starting with the material choice until its own execution. Being manufacturers, we BESPOKE YOUR PRODUCT AS YOUR CLIENTS DEMAND, such as granulometries or the variation of polymers or fibers depending on the drying process.
INFO DENTRO DEL CUADRO

We also install the product on its own Showroom at an exceptional price. This application will add value to your exhibition and you can offer it to your customers with EASYFLOOR® guarantee, in turn giving a vanguard and updated look to your local. As a counterpart you will have all our commercial support and we will incorporate on our map as an official collaborator, respecting geographic exclusivity and thus achieving great synergies for both companies.

You can find more information, as well as the range of colors, maintenance of the microcement, application method, online shop at www.easyfloor.es or by phone +34-902 044 280

TECHNICAL DATA

TYPE: bi component Microcement
ASPECT: Comp A: liquid, Comp B: Colored white dust
DENSITY: Dust: 1.300+-50kg/m³
     Plaster: 1.950+-50 kg/m³
     Hardener: 1.800+-50kg/m³
USING TIME: 6-7 Hours
MAXIMUM SIZE OF THE ARID: 0,1 mm
MECHANIC RESISTANCE: (EN 1015-11)
Compression 7 days: >22N/mm²
Compression 15 days: >25N/mm²
Compression: 28 days: >33N/mm²
Flexion: 28 days: >10N/mm²
ADHERENCE TO CONCRETE: 28 Days: >1N/mm²
THICKNESS OF COAT: 1-2mm
FIRE REACTION(EN 13501-1): A1